Separation of fine particles at different frequencies and HRTs using acoustic standing waves.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the separation of fine particles using several frequencies and hydraulic retention times (HRTs) in an acoustic standing wave reactor without any separate cooling devices. The acoustic standing wave reactor consisted of sufficient space (over 100 mm) between the transducer and reflector, resulting in a slight increase in temperature. However, the increase in temperature did not affect the formation of standing waves and particle aggregations in our experiments. The results indicated that the turbidity removal efficiencies of fine kaolin particles, when using frequencies of 580 kHz, 1, and 2 MHz, increased with longer standing wave operation time. Especially, the turbidity removal efficiencies for 1 and 2 MHz were higher than that for 580 kHz because the wavelength (λ) of the 580 kHz wave was longer than that of the 1 and 2 MHz waves. Furthermore, the turbidity removal efficiency of kaolin in a continuous reactor improved with increasing hydraulic retention times (HRTs), and the reactor was more effective with 1 and 2 MHz used in parallel instead of 1 and 2 MHz used individually under the same HRT conditions with the entrance length (EL) having no adverse effect.